Electronic and vibrational spectra of protonated benzaldehyde-water clusters, Characterizations of the hydrogen-bond structures of 2-naphthol-( H 2 O ) n (n=0-3 and 5) clusters by infrared-ultraviolet double-resonance spectroscopy J. Chem. Phys. 109, 6303 (1998); 10.1063/1.477272 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation. The performance of local correlation methods is examined for the interactions present in clusters of bromine with water where the combined effect of hydrogen bonding (HB), halogen bonding (XB), and hydrogen-halogen (HX) interactions lead to many interesting properties. Local methods reproduce all the subtleties involved such as many-body effects and dispersion contributions provided that specific methodological steps are followed. Additionally, they predict optimized geometries that are nearly free of basis set superposition error that lead to improved estimates of spectroscopic properties. Taking 
I. INTRODUCTION
Our interest in the properties of halogen molecules interacting with water stems from two sources: to understand the nature of the so-called halogen bonding (XB) which is of great interest in several applications [1] [2] [3] and from detailed spectroscopic studies in solution and clathrates. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In a series of papers, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] the groups of Janda and Apkarian have provided a wealth of information regarding the ultraviolet, visible, and Raman spectra of halogen molecules in solution, ice, and in clathrates, as well as the recombination dynamics of bromine molecule upon photoexcitation. Additionally the single crystal X-ray structural determination of the tetragonal structure (sIII) of bromine hydrate has been reported. 9, 10 As a first step to provide theoretical support for the previously mentioned experiments, a series of studies on the simplest complex, X 2 − H 2 O (X = Cl, Br) were performed. [11] [12] [13] It was found that the electronic shifts for the C 1 Π ← X 1 Σ and B 3 Π ← X 1 Σ transitions in the case of bromine were 1916 cm −1 and 1877 cm −1 , respectively. Curiously, these are similar to those found in solution: 1730 and 1760 cm −1 . Furthermore, the observed broadening of these bands in solution, as compared to pure bromine in the gas phase, in ice, and in clathrates, could also be explained on the basis of wave-packet calculations 13 of the Br 2 -H 2 O valence spectrum. Due to the low vibrational frequency of Br 2 , several excited states are populated as a function of temperature leading to inhomogeneous broadening.
To further explore the effect of specific water-halogen interactions, a theoretical study of larger clusters with up to a) On leave from Instituto Superior de Tecnologías y Ciencias Aplicadas (InSTEC), Habana 6163, Cuba. b) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
ramon@uaem.mx five water molecules was undertaken. 14 These microsolvated halogens showed, in general, larger electronic shifts than those of the smallest aggregate. This raises the need of first principles simulations of the aqueous solvation process to clarify the origin of the observed shift.
The theoretical treatment of larger clusters and the condensed phases including electronic excited states poses a challenge for current first principles methodology. We have considered the local correlation methods 15, 16 as an alternative to approach this problem, particularly the more recent implementation by the Molpro developers. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Besides the potential of achieving linear scaling, the local methods have several advantages for treating weak intermolecular forces such as halogen bonding: the basis set superposition error (BSSE) is drastically reduced allowing accurate calculation of optimized geometries and interaction energies. Furthermore, the local partitioning of the interaction energy at the correlated level reveals the relative contribution of different types of double excitations, which can be related to the usual components in symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT), 22 as has been exemplified for hydrogen bonding (HB), 23 metallophillic interactions, 24, 25 and stacking interactions. [26] [27] [28] In addition, it is possible to calculate excited states with the local CC2 29, 30 method that can be applied to extended systems and has proven to be reliable in cases where time dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) fails, like charge transfer and Rydberg excitations. 29, 30 In this work, we test the local methodology for the case of halogen bonding and other weak interactions present in small bromine-water clusters. We also calculate electronic shifts, sensitive probes of the intermolecular interactions in the ground and excited states that are routinely measured in spectroscopy. Finally, we present results for the interaction of bromine inside the 5 12 6 2 cage. Applying the local energy partitioning scheme, we characterize the nature of the interactions and contrast them with the small clusters cases.
II. METHODOLOGY
All calculations were performed within the density fitting (DF) 31, 32 and local correlation approximations (LX, X = MP2, CCSD(T), CC2) 17, 19, 29 as implemented in MOLPRO. 33 A brief summary of the main ideas behind these approximations is given first and then the details of how the various cluster properties were calculated, including the local partition of the interaction correlation energy.
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A. Density fitting
In this approximation the four-index two-electron integrals are written as linear combinations of three-index two-electron integrals, which can be evaluated much faster. Also the scaling with basis size is reduced allowing much higher computational efficiency. 20, 31, 34 This is summarized in the expression
where the A κσ λ are fitting coefficients optimized by minimizing the difference in the coulomb energy obtained with the exact densities and the approximate ones, with the restriction that the charge is conserved; M is the number of fitting functions.
B. Local correlation
These methods are based on the physical principle that dynamic electron correlation is a short-range effect, and thus, it should be possible to treat it as a local effect instead of the standard delocalized approach. In this way electronic excitations are confined to localized regions of space. The local methods implemented in MOLPRO have shown to reach linear scaling 17, 18 which makes them advantageous when treating large molecular systems.
The Pipek-Mezey 35 localization procedure based on maximizing atomic populations was used in all cases. It has the characteristic property of keeping apart σ and π type orbitals whereas other schemes tend to mix them. 34 In our case this is of particular importance given that the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals of Br 2 are π and σ, respectively. Computationally, it is also faster since only overlap integrals have to be calculated.
The virtual orbitals or domains are generated by applying a projection to the atomic orbital basis using an operator that eliminates the occupied part of the space as explained in Ref. 21 . The atomic orbitals to be projected are selected using Boughton and Pulay criterion 36 as given by the equation
where BP is the Boughton-Pulay parameter, usually recommended to be 0.98-0.99, ψ The approximate localized orbital is constructed by adding atomic functions according to this hierarchy until the BP criterion is satisfied.
The local methods employed in this work for ground state calculations are DF-LMP2 and DF-LCCSD(T0). This latter treats triple excitations in an approximate way as explained in Ref. 21 .
We confirmed that two specific methodological issues associated with local methods are crucial to obtain reliable results: the proper choice of BP value and fixing the domains for large intermolecular distances of the constituent monomers. [23] [24] [25] 
C. Basis sets and superposition error
We use the aug-cc-pVDZ (AVDZ) and aug-cc-pVTZ (AVTZ) 37, 38 basis sets. The first set was also used in a previous study of the same systems, which serves here to evaluate the performance of the applied methodology. The second set allows to test the basis set dependence of some of the properties analyzed and lead to the most reliable estimates to date.
An important advantage of the local methods is their ability to suppress almost entirely the BSSE. 39, 40 We have adopted the strategy proposed by Schütz et al., 23 who found that the proper definition of the domains maximizes the reduction of the BSSE in local correlation calculations. In the case of Hartree-Fock, we applied the usual counterpoise (CP) correction.
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D. Total interaction and binding energies
The total interaction energy for a given cluster is defined as
where E Br 2 (H 2 O) n is the total energy of the cluster, n is the number of water molecules in the cluster, and E Br 2 and E H 2 O are the energy of a bromine molecule and single water molecule, respectively. Total interaction energies have been calculated before using standard methodologies 14 and we use them for comparison.
A more stringent test for the local methods is the binding energy of the bromine molecule to the water cluster calculated as since it represents a small fraction of the total interaction energy.
Another advantage of the local methodology is that it allows a partitioning of the correlation part of the interaction energy according to the following equation:
where E Int−HF represents the interaction energy at HF level, and the remaining terms are related with the energy associated to different double electronic excitations as follows. E Intra corresponds to double excitations localized in one monomer, E Disp corresponds to single excitations in both monomers each excitation localized within its given monomer, E Exch−Disp corresponds to single excitations in both monomers but each excitation takes place to the local virtual space of the other monomer, and finally E Ionic corresponds to single excitations in both monomers, one localized in the same monomer and the other going to the local virtual space of the other monomer. E int intra is the difference between E Intra and the individual correlation energies of the fragments. For further details, consult Ref. 23 . An approximate comparison with the terms obtained in SAPT 22 can be established. 23 For example, the local dispersion component (E Disp ) is less attractive than the second-order dispersion since the local method uses a fully antisymmetrized wavefunction so that it implicitly includes exchange-dispersion type contributions whereas in SAPT the exchange-dispersion term appears separately. The exchangedispersion term from the local treatment only includes cross excitations from a given monomer to the virtual space of the other monomer. As we will see this contribution is almost negligible as found previously for hydrogen bonding. 23 The local intramolecular correlation contribution (E Intra ) is approximately equal to the sum of three second-order intramonomer correlation corrections in SAPT: electrostatic, exchange-repulsion, and induction. Finally, the local ionic contribution (E Ionic ) corresponding to single excitation in one monomer and simultaneous electron transfer from the other monomer; it has no simple analogue in SAPT but has been found to be of equal importance to dispersion in hydrogen bonding 23 and also of relevance in metallophillic interactions. 24, 25 
E. Excited states and associated electronic shifts
In order to treat excited states of the systems studied and obtain the electronic shifts, we applied the Laplace transform coupled cluster method together with the density fitting approximation (DF-LCC2). 29 This method belongs to a hierarchy of CC response theory models 41 that have shown to provide accurate results compared to its standard counterpart 29, 30 and which can treat difficult cases such as charge transfer and Rydberg excitations. We are mainly interested in the B and C states of Br 2 , whose main electronic components are 3 Π u and 1 Π u , respectively. The shifts are calculated using the following equation:
where ω ma x (Br 2 (H 2 O) n ) and ω ma x (Br 2 ) are the vertical transition energies for the clusters and for the isolated Br 2 , respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The cluster structures studied are depicted in Fig. 1 . The nomenclature used indicates the number of water molecules and letters refer to its stability in decreasing order.
A. Optimized geometries
As previously said, local methods reduce BSSE, which is quite convenient for optimizing geometries since the alternative for reaching BSSE-free structures with standard methods is more computationally demanding. In Table I , we illustrate the effect of using different methods to predict the most relevant geometrical parameters for the 4a cluster. The intramolecular bromine distance is quite insensitive to the level of theory and compared to the isolated molecule value (2.33 Å) is slightly larger, as expected from halogen bonding effects. The intermolecular parameters, particularly the Br-O and Br-H distances, show a different behavior as they are highly sensitive to the BSSE. Optimizations performed without CP correction on standard methods predict shorter intermolecular distances, 0.08 Å for the stronger halogen bond and 0.36 Å for the weaker Br-H interaction. As expected of local methods, 17, 18, 25 their predictions are very close to those obtained with standard methodology applying the CP correction. We will show in the spectroscopic transitions section that these relatively small differences in equilibrium distances lead to large electronic shift differences.
The trends observed for structure 4a are similar for the other structures studied. A complete data set is included as the supplementary material.
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B. Cluster total interaction energies
The total interaction energies of the studied clusters at various levels of theory and with two different basis sets are summarized in Table II . In general, the averaged underestimation by the local method is 6.9% with the smaller basis, analogous to that reported for water clusters, where this difference is explained in terms of the exclusion of certain ionic excitations in the local treatment. 17 The reasonably good agreement in interaction energies is a clear advantage for the theoretical treatment of weakly bound complexes. Also notice the small BSSE associated with the local correlation treatment shown in parentheses for each case.
We performed coupled-cluster singles, doubles and perturbative triple excitations (CCSD(T)) calculations for the smaller clusters to produce higher level predictions and compare to the previous MP2 results and DF-LCCSD(T0) ( Table III) . As expected, MP2, local and standard, overestimate the interaction energies, as previous studies on water clusters ((H 2 O) n , n = 3-5) by Xantheas et al., 43 found. The difference between local and standard coupled cluster methods is approximately 6%, similar to the MP2 methods. The fortuitous agreement between DF-LMP2 and CCSD(T) is encouraging for future applications of the lower level method for larger systems, in particular, halogen clathrate cages.
C. Binding energy of Br 2 with the water clusters
The stability of the studied clusters is primarily due to the interaction of water molecules themselves enhanced by the non-additive effect produced by the halogen. Since XB and HX interactions are weaker than HB, the evaluation of this binding energy is a good measure of the ability of local methods to treat weak interactions and results are displayed in Table IV . The binding energy is composed of the halogen bond, whose strength is just below a hydrogen bond, and the Br· · ·H interaction, which is weaker due to its dispersive nature. This test showed that local methods predict binding energies with errors of less than 1.5 kcal mol −1 ; this error is again, quite smaller for DF-LMP2. This suggests that for cluster studies DF-LMP2 has quite a few advantages over standard methodologies, not only in computational effort but also in accuracy. The larger error found for DF-LCCSD(T0) could be due to the additional approximations involved in the evaluation of triple corrections by the DF-LCCSD(T0) approach.
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D. Local energy partitioning
Local methods have the advantage of providing the components of the interaction energy for the correlated part of the interaction. The scheme has already been useful to analyze hydrogen bonding 23 and metallophilic interactions. 24, 25 In this regard, given the widespread interest in halogen bonding, [1] [2] [3] we decided to analyze it within the local scheme and the results are displayed in Figure 2 . The HF interaction of all structures is attractive and dispersion is the dominant component at the correlated level, being the exchangedispersion contribution considerably smaller than any other. This confirms previous SAPT analysis 14 on the bromine-water complex which illustrated the relevant role of electrostatic and dispersion components as mainly responsible for the attractive part of the interaction. Schütz et al. 23 found that for hydrogen bonding in water clusters, the ionic and dispersion components were equally important, whereas for the halogen interactions with the clusters, dispersion is larger than the ionic contribution but this last one is still important. In the case of metallophillic interactions, 24, 25 again ionic contributions are of similar importance than dispersion. It is interesting that even though the precise nature of these three types of interactions is different, the local analysis indicates that they share the importance of dispersion and ionic contributions at shorter distances. Two cases merit further discussion, 4b and 4c. In these structures the same halogen atom is involved in a short HX bond and a strong XB. The former is dominated by the dispersive component, and given the behavior of these components with the distance, it justifies the prominent role of dispersion in these two cases. Furthermore, the HF component 
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RCCSD(T) a AVDZ RCCSD (T) b   DF-LCC2  AVTZ   4a  2093  1887  2123  1847  4b  3042  3322  5011  2772  4c  4336  4188  5231  4095  5a  2281  2079  2588  2041  5b  2358  2120  3069  2267  5c  2383  2270  3319  2167 a The geometry used in this calculation was obtained at DF-LMP2/AVDZ level of theory. b These results come from Ref. 14 where the geometry obtained at MP2/AVDZ level was not BSSE corrected.
of these clusters is also larger than for the rest. This might be the result of the polarization occurring in the interacting fragments. Both components, HF and dispersion, lead to the observed large non-additive effects observed in them. 14 We performed the energy partitioning analysis with two different local methods, DF-LMP2 and DF-LCCSD(T0) and results are displayed in Figure 2 . As previously found, DF-LMP2 overestimate by ≈9% the total interaction energies. The main reason behind this is the underestimation of the intracorrelation component of the total interaction energy roughly by a factor of 2 that results in a 30% smaller contribution. Additionally the dispersion component calculated by DF-LMP2 is slightly larger than with DF-LCCSD(T0), <5%; however, the average contribution of dispersion is about 10% more important with the latter.
E. Electronic spectral shifts
A valuable probe of intermolecular interactions is provided by measuring spectral shifts of the system. We calculated the Franck-Condon transition to the lowest triplet excited state, which correlates with excitation of Br 2 to its 3 Π u state. As discussed in detail before 11, 14 for the clusters, the transition reaches a steep repulsive region with respect to the bromine-cluster intermolecular distance, for this reason the shifts are highly sensitive to this geometrical parameter as illustrated in Table V . These results highlight the relevance of accurate intermolecular geometries to obtain reliable electronic shifts. The local method DF-LCC2 results show an excellent agreement with those coming from higher level and costlier RCCSD(T) values. The effect of increasing the basis set on the spectral shifts is a reduction by ca. 10% with the notable exception of isomer 4b where the reduction is larger. Again, this is an encouraging result when planning of extending the present studies to clathrate cages.
F. Larger systems: Br 2 @5 12 6 2
A more challenging test for the performance of local methods is the inclusion of Br 2 in a 5 12 6 2 clathrate cage. Several open questions remain about the interaction of the dihalogen and the cage and the possibility of specific interactions between the host and the molecules forming the cage, 9 most of them will be addressed in a forthcoming work. The orientation and geometry of Br 2 inside a cage preserving the experimental structure of the water network was optimized at the DF-LMP2 level. In Figure 3 , we show the minimum energy orientation of the dihalogen inside the cage. The presence of canonical XB interactions, i.e., near collinear Br-Br-O and Br-O distance smaller than 3.37 Å, was not found. The orientation of the dibromine molecule points in one side to a pentagonal face (see Fig. 3(a) ) and on the other close to the center of a HB edge joining two five-sided faces (see Fig. 3(b) ). This resembles one of the possible orientations found in a recent diffraction study of clathrates. 10 For further reference about the optimized orientation, we provide in Table VI the optimized spherical angles.
The electronic shifts for the transitions 3 Π u ← 1 Σ g (B ← X) and 1 Π u ← 1 Σ g (C ← X) of the Br 2 molecule inside the cage were calculated using DF-LCC2. The degeneracy of the excited states is lifted by the interaction with the cage; thus, the shift values for each component and their average are presented in Table VI . The average shift has the advantage of providing an approximate value including spin-orbit effects. 44 This calculation predicts shifts to the blue for both B and C spectroscopic states in agreement with the experimental observation. 4 However, we know from a previous study using an electrostatic model 45 that there is a strong angular dependence of the shifts. A detailed comparison with experiment will be the subject of a forthcoming publication. To further analyze the nature of the interactions inside the cage, we performed the correlation energy partitioning analysis (see Table VII ). The inclusion energy represents the energetic cost of placing inside a fixed geometry cage the dibromine molecule and relaxing its orientation. The first large and important difference with the clusters is the repulsive nature of the interaction at the Hartree-Fock level, E inc DF-HF. This is a clear indication that no XB is present and electrostatic interactions are not enough to stabilize the system. The main attractive component is dispersion and its magnitude is enough to stabilize the host-guest complex by −6.8 kcal mol −1 . Notice that in contrast with the smaller clusters the ionic contribution is much smaller in this case indicating the lack of halogen bonding interactions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we analyzed the performance of local correlation methods to describe the interaction of bromine molecule with water clusters including the case of the 5 12 6 2 clathrate cage. Although local methods have been applied before for weak interactions, [23] [24] [25] systems with halogen bonds represent an interesting challenge. The anisotropy of the XB interaction and the possibility of further stabilization of the complexes due to a dispersion driven interaction like HX make these systems an ideal test case. We have found that the fine balance of electrostatic and dispersion contributions are well reproduced by local methods.
We have shown that the local methodology reproduces the main structural features of small bromine-water clusters, the total interaction energies, as well as the much weaker binding energies of Br 2 with the water clusters. It is important to emphasize that some of the structures are particularly difficult since their accurate description depends on subtle effects such as many-body interactions. Furthermore, regarding the prediction of optimized geometries, local methods proved extremely valuable since they drastically reduce BSSE, a significant problem for weakly interacting systems. The local correlation energy partitioning scheme 23 allows a rationale of the good results obtained with DF-LMP2, which produces interaction energies close to those of the higher level DF-LCCSD(T0) method due to an underestimation of the intracorrelation and a slight overestimation of the dispersion terms.
We analyzed the performance of local methods on excited states for which very few previous studies exist 29, 30 and none, that we are aware of, in the context of weak intermolecular forces. Since the electronic shifts depend crucially on the optimized geometry, our local predictions are the most accurate to date for the studied systems.
The above promising results open the path to study much larger clusters where the application of standard methodology becomes severely limited. As an example we presented the case of the Br 2 @5 12 6 2 system. As speculated in previous works, 4, 8 the nature of the intermolecular interactions inside the cage is very different than those in the smaller clusters where halogen bonding dominates the equilibrium structures. Indeed, our analysis shows that at the Hartree-Fock level, the system is unstable and it is mainly through a large dispersion contribution that the system becomes stable. Preliminary results on the electronic shifts are consistent with experimental observation of a blue-shift; however, the large dependence of this property on the Br 2 orientation inside the cage asks for a more detailed analysis of this problem, which will be presented in a forthcoming work.
